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Heavy Lift:
Once in a Lifetime
In December Chemist Mike Schmitt inspected for Safe
Hot Work the “semi-submersible” M/S Dockwise
Vanguard: one of the world’s most unique vessels.
Interesting project!
“Semi” submersible because the main deck of the
Vanguard by design can be sunk no more than about 50
feet. (At 50-feet, the water surface is getting close to
machinery intakes, exhausts and other vent openings.)
However, those 50 feet allow the Vanguard to ballast
down, slip under and lift up the biggest vessels ever
built.
Because the main deck, 2-inch thick plate, is absolutely
flush, with no bulwarks, ecology dams or other
permanent structures, the Vanguard can carry loads
much wider than its own 240 feet, and longer than its
900 feet. (Note image below)
It is more efficient to bring the Dockwise Vanguard to lift,
transport and later re-float the massive drill rig than to
make a long and dangerous tow.
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TRAINING
Shipyard Competent Person
3-Day Initial
Jan 6-8 @ SSC
Jan 20-22 Alaska
Feb 3-5 @ SSC
1-Day Updates
Jan 7 @SSC
Jan 20 @ Fremont
Jan 21 Alaska
Feb 4 @ SSC
Feb 17 @ Fremont
(SSC: Georgetown Campus
Just off I-5: Corson Ave)

OSHA 10 Maritime & General Industry
10-hour training on 29 CFR 1915 or 1910
provides methods on recognition,
avoidance, abatement, and prevention of
safety and health hazards in workplaces
specific to the maritime or general
industries.

Though it looks like a barge, the
Dockwise Vanguard has 4 big
propulsion engines and can make 14
knots under its own power. (Much
faster than the drill rig’s tow speed.)
While a drill-rig is great for drilling, it’s
not so good for propulsion and
steerage and towing. So in 2012
Hyundai delivered the Vanguard to an
industry anxious for its heavy-lift
capability.
In addition to towing the Vanguard
can drydock drill rigs and other
specialty equipment for inspection or
repair even at remote locations.

M/S Dockwise Vanguard with a drill rig onboard.
(courtesy of dockwise.com)
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Heavy Lift & Rig, Cont.
Consider this: the USS Nimitz is 1100 feet long and weighs 100,000 tons. Liftable?? The specs
say Vanguard could handle the job, no problem. Heavy Lift, indeed.

Pipelines Can Bring Trouble, Says OSHA
Competent People are Safety People. It's our culture. We make sure the project workplace is safe.
And after we've got things safe, it's clear one of the most important OSHA sections is: 1915.15
"Maintaining Safe Conditions." In other words, how do we KEEP things safe as the job
proceeds?
The first thing OSHA calls for is: (a) "Pipelines that could carry hazardous materials" into a safe
workplace shall be "disconnected or blanked."
And so workmen from Puglia Engineering, repairing a fuel vent passing
through a ballast space, knew for certain that in order to keep the work place
safe, they had to isolate the fuel from the piping
hot work.
They used a standard tool: an inflatable
("pneumatic") plug blown up with a bicycle pump
to just the right size, blocking the pipe. Then,
they poured a layer of water over the plug as
protection from the hot work just above it.
Because fuel was involved, a Marine Chemist
certified the plug was secure and effective and that
the fuel vent and the ballast tank both continued to
be Safe for Hot Work.
Incidentally, such inflatable plugs are not always
appropriate. In this case, because the pipe repair
used flanges, the plug could be extracted when
the job was done. A butt-weld repair would require
another strategy, because workers need to
remove the obstruction when the job is complete.
The important thing here is that the Competent
Person realized that pipelines, in addition to being
hollow structures, also can cause problems by
“delivering
hazardous substances to the
worksite…” With the SCP’s awareness and
guidance the shipyard dealt with the danger.
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Ask a Chemist
Question: Recently we opened a tank 1/3full of fuel used to fire a boiler. The tank’s
airspace gave us a combustible gas reading
above 75% L.E.L.! Why is that black, thick
sticky boiler fuel so much more gassy than
the refined, low-sulfur diesel we use in our
emergency generator?
Answer: “Black Oil”, also called “Bunker Oil”
or by it’s Navy name “No. 6 Fuel,” “Six-Oil”
(or “Six-Ol’” if you’re in Houston…) is what’s
left when all the useful stuff (propane,
butane, gasoline, diesel & JP-5, process
chemicals, hydraulic and lube oils, gear oil
and waxes) has been distilled out of crude
oil.
That’s why bunker fuel is also called
“Residual Fuel.” Black and shiny and thick
and sulfurous, it’s just the leftovers. Any
blacker and thicker, it would be asphalt.

For the competent person, bunker fuel is
worrisome because it is often blended. In
other words, stuff has been added to it. Now
and again, unhappily, the added stuff is nasty
and someone is trying to dispose of it as
cheaply as possible.
What better than to sell it to a vessel or
operation that will then dispose of
contaminants by burning them as fuel??
Looks like your tank’s oil had quite a bit of
something fairly gassy blended into it,
probably for disposal by incineration. Be
careful in a situation like that: you know the
oil is gassy; it is bound also to be very toxic.
P.S.: A tank like this is especially dangerous
for the tank cleaners!

Congrats to Tony Berg of Western Industrial: He won December’s
quiz.
December’ Question:
Q: What is the industry term for the tank access down the dangerous
structure pictured to the left?
A: “Widow Maker.”
January’s Question: Complete this Limerick:
A gap between pipes lets out pressure
That’s a problem for the Pipeshop Professor
Oily! Not Safe to weld it…
Might be better if we held it
In place with a coupling from _____________.
Send your answer to newsletter@soundtestinginc.com before January 25, 2016.
All correct answers will be entered into a random drawing and one person will win a $50 gift card!
(Note that 2016 reward has doubled!)
One entry per person, please.
Happy New Year!
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